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Introduction 
As an event organizer, you have a lot of audiences and constituents that you’ve got to know, work 
with, and keep happy as you plan the ideal event. It seems that the audience, the sponsors, the 
host location, and the vendors engaged with regards to event operations make it to the top of the 
list of constituents to prioritize. Sadly, your speakers are an after-thought – or so it seems more 
often than not.  
 
While it’s important that every event goes off without a hitch, if it wasn’t for the content, the 
event would just be, well, a gathering of people at a hotel. So, with that content and, especially, 
the people who deliver it, in mind, I set out to find out about the good, the bad, and the ideal 
speaker experience. The insights in this paper come from 70 seasoned, global speakers who 
shared their feedback with me in April/May 2019 by answering the following questions: 
 

1. For how long have you been a speaker? (50% of respondents have been speaking for 10 years 
or more) 

2. Approximately how many times do you speak in a year? (average respondent = 12 times per 
year) 

3. What are some of your pet peeves when working with event organizers? Where do they 
miss the mark? 

4. What do event organizers get right? What are some things that they do well? 
5. What would the ideal speaker experience look like for you? 
6. Anything else you want to share about your speaker experience? What else should event 

organizers know? 
 
Speakers were also asked if it was OK to share their feedback in this paper and to attribute the 
quotes to them (versus remaining anonymous). You’ll see some of those quotes throughout.  
 
 

The Current Speaker Experience 
I can’t begin this paper without first taking a walk in a speaker’s shoes and giving you a view into 
the experience from a speaker’s perspective. 
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The graphic on the previous page outlines the six pillars of the speaker experience. The six pillars 
include four phases of the experience – The Pitch, The Prep, The Event, and The Post-Event – plus 
The Communication and The Audience, which are two critical, yet often overlooked, aspects of 
the experience. I’ve labeled them as phases or pillars, respectively, in the section headings. 
 
 

Phase 1: The Pitch 
I call the first phase “The Pitch” because it is basically that:  you, as the event organizer, are 
pitching the idea of speaking at your event to the prospective speaker.  
 
Before you even make the pitch, do your homework. Research the prospective speaker. What is 
her area of expertise? Is she really the right speaker to cover the topic you need addressed? Does 
she even talk about that topic? 
 
Evaluate how you select potential speakers. How do you find them? What are your requirements 
to have someone speak at your event? Some event organizers want speakers to sponsor/pay to 
speak, while others will only consider those who have written a book. Related to this, the 
following comment comes from one of the respondents answering the question about pet peeves 
when working with event organizers: 
 

“Assuming pay-for-play model is attractive to me or to the audience. Assuming that 
consultants don't have personal case studies as good or better than practitioners. 
Just because someone is presently working at a manufacturing firm doesn't 
guarantee their presentation is more insightful. Just because someone wrote a book 
doesn't mean their presentation is pay-worthy vs. those who may not yet have a 
published book.” -Anonymous 

 
So, you’ve found the potential speaker through any number of vehicles, and you’ve likely got a 
vision or a reason in mind for reaching out to the speaker, so here’s your opportunity to sell it. 
Typically, though, that doesn’t happen; instead, speakers get emails that sound like this: “Hey. Are 
you available to speak/interested in speaking at our X Event on [date] in [location].” Many times, 
they don’t even offer up the date or location information. No, seriously. It’s not there.  
 
If you want speakers to make an informed decision – so that they can respond to your email with 
a “yes” or “no” rather than a back and forth on these initial details – provide them with 
information in your pitch email! Here are the factors involved when speakers make decisions 
about where they speak. Some may have other factors, but these are the critical ones: 
 

• Date 

• Location 

• Speaking topic 

• Event theme  

• Audience 

• Budget 

• WIIFM 
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These are in no particular order, but I think, at the very least, we start with the date: is the 
speaker available on the dates of your event? If not, then the conversation goes no further, and 
the other details don’t matter. But, from there, assuming the speaker is available, the other details 
obviously matter. 
 
Location may be a factor if the speaker is booked elsewhere that week and needs to ensure she 
can arrive at your event in a timely manner. 
 
The speaking topic is critical. This assumes you’ve already got an idea of why you’ve reached out 
to the speaker and what content you need to include in your agenda. Again, do your homework. 
Is this the right speaker for the message you want to convey? Does this speaker even cover your 
desired topic? Is this the right speaker for your audience? 
 
The event theme is a less-critical aspect of the speaker’s consideration set; this assumes that you 
know the speaker’s general topic genre and want to share that message with your audience. Be 
clear on the objectives. 
 
On that note, the audience is important to the speaker, who wants to ensure that she can meet 
your needs but, more importantly, meet the audience’s information needs. The audience itself 
may not be a deal breaker in this pitch, but the audience size may be. Be clear and honest about 
who is in the audience but also the size of the audience upfront – and the size of the audience on 
the day the speaker is to speak. For example, if you are expecting an audience of 1,500 people, but 
you’re proposing a pre-event session or the last session on the last day of the event, the audience 
will not be 1,500. 
 
Your speaker budget is important and is a decision point for most speakers. Know your speakers. 
Exposure is what you die from in the desert! Seasoned and professional speakers don’t need 
exposure; they need to feed their families. There are, as with all things, exceptions, but be up front 
with the budget. Don’t try to negotiate a discounted fee. Many speakers call this a full-time gig 
and speak for a living; it’s their sole source of income. They’ve worked their whole careers to get 
to this point. They know their worth, and so should you. 
 
Be clear about what expenses are covered. Cover travel expenses. While some speakers include 
them in their speaking fee as a flat fee, others don’t. Always pay your speakers, and always cover 
their expenses. Do you really expect a speaker to fly halfway around the world and not reimburse 
them for their time, their expertise, and the expenses they incurred on your behalf?  
 

Don’t claim to be the largest [insert industry] event in the world and then have no 
budget for speakers. We see how many sponsors you have and who your sponsors 
are. That’s not right. -Anonymous 

 
The last part of your pitch message ought to be WIIFM (what’s in it for me), which is really all 
about ensuring that there’s value in the arrangement for all parties, i.e., audience, speaker, and 
event organizer.  
 
This phase culminates in a contract. Make sure the contract is clear, complete, agreed-upon, and 
signed before moving to the next step. 
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Phase 2: The Prep 
Once you and the speaker have agreed on all of the items in The Pitch and the contract is signed, 
the next phase moves on to the prep work. This phase includes the following: 
 

• Getting to know more about each other 

• Presentation/content 

• Other speaker contributions 

• Event logistics 

• Event marketing 
 
This phase is where the experience can start to crumble, if not managed properly. Details and 
communication are key throughout this stage. 
 
Getting to Know Each Other 
In order to create a presentation that is in line with expectations, it’s important for the event 
organizer and the speaker to take a bit of time to get to know each other. Some of this will happen 
naturally over time, but there needs to be a pointed conversation upfront to facilitate a better 
working arrangement and better outcomes for everyone involved. As with any experience, the 
important thing to do is to understand your customer – needs, expectations, preferences, etc. In 
the event scenario, event organizers are as much the speaker’s customer as the speaker is your 
customer. It’s critical that you know each other and work together for the successful outcome of 
the relationship and the event. 
 
Several speakers mentioned that micromanaging them is an issue. Speakers, especially those who 
are professionals speakers, know the drill. Treat them as professionals, and focus your energy on 
providing them with the information they need, e.g., about the audience, the venue, etc. Still 
others mentioned that their pet peeve is that speakers are treated like second-class citizens at 
events. When asked about her pet peeves, Kate Nasser, The People Skills Coach™, cited: 
 

“Treating speakers as less important than other elements of the event.”  
 
This will certainly vary by each speaker’s level of experience, but some love the idea of event 
organizers providing tips on what makes for a great presentation (especially given the theme, the 
audience, and your knowledge of what makes your event successful), including being given access 
to videos from the prior years’ speakers. 
 
And make sure your speakers understand the logistics of the event, including what you provide 
and what you don’t (e.g., AV items). Just because they are professional speakers doesn’t mean 
they know or understand the unique nuances of each event. Don’t assume. Tell. Share 
information. 
 
Again, this is all part of getting to know each other. Work together to make it a great event for 
everyone. 
 
The Presentation 
Make sure you understand the speaker’s expertise and the topic, especially the simplicity or the 
complexity of the topic, you’re asking her to cover in her presentation. You’ve got to balance that 
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with the audience interest levels and the amount of time you’ll give the speaker to cover the topic. 
In other words, don’t give someone ten (10) minutes to explain block chain. (Yes, that happened.) 
 
Discuss the event theme, your goals for the event, your expectations, and how the speaker can 
develop a presentation that hits a home run for everyone. 
 

It’s great when they work with me beforehand to understand what I plan on sharing 
and what takeaways I want the audience to have.  This means the organisers can 
then position the purpose of my presentation, and give it the appropriate build up 
and focus. -Alex Mead. ATPI & Edrington 

 
And be sure to discuss session format. What’s the best format to deliver the message? Mix it up a 
little; the audience will appreciate that, too.  
 

“Enough with the 'death by PowerPoint;’ change formats to keep it interesting, e.g., 
presentations, panels, fireside chats, audience participation, such as real-time Q&A 
and electronic surveying.” -Donna Peeples, Pypestream 

  
“I really like the conversational speaking engagements like fireside chats but in a 
bigger setting. I find those are not rehearsed, no one dies by PowerPoint, and usually 
the content is much better.” -James Gilbert, CloudCherry 

 
This next point is probably going to be one of the most important points to convey in this paper, 
which is why I’m bolding it: 
 

Speakers don’t want event organizers to edit their slides, change their slides, 
design or redesign their slides, etc. Please don’t touch the slides. 

 
Speakers prefer not to end up in an embarrassing situation where they get on stage and the slides 
aren’t in the order in which they put them, don’t look like what they gave the event organizer, or 
even have slides missing. It happens more often than we care to admit. Several speakers who 
responded to the survey said they never let event organizers touch their slides, opting instead to 
present off their own laptops. 
 

“I’ve had a client change my deck without telling me. I found out mid-presentation. 

As a result, I don’t share my slides with the client unless I absolutely have to. My 

preference is always to run my presentation from my own computer. If that’s not 

possible, I insist on a walk-through with the A/V team prior to my presentation.” -

Anonymous 

“My highest gripe is around the manipulation of my presentation materials - PC vs. 

Mac challenges aside - changing the format, sequence, animations of my materials 

has been my biggest fear and has really tripped me up. Adding in video/audio links 

seems to often trip up event support teams.” -Brad Smith, Vector Business 

Navigation 

“Please don't ask for my slides in advance. Please don't mess with my slides. Please 

trust I know my material and have reasons for the visuals and words I use! Please 
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don't assume it's ok to video/audio record and share my content beyond the event 

without consulting me first. Please don't ask to distribute my slides - they aren't built 

like that. Please don't ask me to ‘do it twice’ or add more to my role there as if my 

time is not worth value. Please understand it takes many hours of preparation and 

many years of expertise and experience to do what I do!” -Anonymous 

Speakers do not want to use your PowerPoint template. They have their own templates, look, 
branding, way they like to populate their slides, etc. Don’t force them to use your template. And 
on that note, have the ability to handle multiple presentation formats. With the variety of 
operating systems and cloud platforms out there, not everyone uses a singular format. 
 

I think my biggest pet peeve lately is [event organizers] not being able to support my 
preferred presentation format. Organizers should be able to handle Keynote, PDF, 
PowerPoint, Prezi, whatever. Any conversion either puts more onus on the speaker to 
create in a new (perhaps unfamiliar) file format or risks issues of formatting, video 
playback, etc. if organizers convert. - Mark Tomaszewicz, Bulldog Drummond 

 
Not every speaker will want to run slides off her own laptop, which means speakers will need to 
provide the slides to you. Please don’t ask for slides a month before the event. Many speakers are 
still tweaking their slides the night before or the morning of. And the likelihood that there are 
other events for which they need to prepare before yours is also very high. 
 
Other Contributions 
In the lead-up to the event, discuss other aspects of the event that you’d like the speaker to be 
involved in. Hopefully, you’ve already discussed these and have included them in the speaker 
contract. No last-minute surprises that you’d like the speaker to repeat the presentation the next 
day or host a lunch or host another session. Work all of that out well in advance. 
 
Event Logistics 
After the contract is signed and before the actual event, there are a lot of logistics details that 
need to be taken care of. 
 
If speakers need to register for your event, please provide the information and links to do so in a 
timely manner. And don’t charge the speaker to attend the event. (Yes, this happens.) 
 
Make sure you discuss travel and travel arrangements up front: who will handle setting them up, 
how the speaker will be reimbursed, etc. Critical details like this can ruin the event in more ways 
than one. 
 
In Phase 6, I’ve included other logistics details to be considered, but nail down and provide 
information to the speaker – well in advance of the event – about the venue, the AV, room setup, 
who the handler will be at the event, how the speaker will get from hotel to venue, etc. Bottom 
line: provide the speaker with as many details as possible as soon as possible. 
 
Event Marketing and Promotion  
Keep speakers in the loop on event marketing and provide them with images and content to help 
promote the event. Speakers may have ideas on how to reach their audience and yours. And they 
are more than happy to share their speaking schedule with said audience. You should always 
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include speakers’ names and images in your marketing and promotions. And share on social 
media. It’s a win-win for both, but you won’t believe how many event organizers just don’t do 
this. 
 
 

Pillar 3: The Communication 
Communication is critical in any relationship, so it’s no different between event organizer and 
speaker. It can make or break the experience, for sure. Again, it’s not a phase in the experience, 
but it’s such a vital piece that it needs to be called out separately as one of the pillars of the 
experience. 
 
Communicating details about the event, the timeline of important dates (when you need slides, 
when to register, when you’ll have a dry run, what time the speaker speaks, etc.) leading up to the 
event, and other logistics in a timely manner is critical. Make sure you’ve communicated what 
time speakers will be speaking – in advance and again confirmed on the day of. Oddly, this seems 
to be a common pet peeve/occurrence. 
 

“Not committing to a specific speaking time. Many of my contracts end up saying: 
‘Morning. Time to be determined.’” -Shep Hyken, Shepard Presentations 

 
“It’s happened a few times where the event organizers changed my speaking slots   
without letting me know, even changing the day. I found out by looking at the 
agenda online. That’s just unacceptable.” -Anonymous 

 
Communicate any changes to the agenda. Don’t change the speaking day or time without telling 
the speaker! Better yet, don’t make any changes to the speaker’s time slot without first talking to 
the speaker. It impacts your schedule, yes, but it also impacts the speaker’s schedule or, 
potentially, availability. 
 
Ensure that the speaker receives information about registering for the event and booking a hotel 
room well in advance of the event. If you are booking the hotel accommodations for the speaker, 
do so and communicate it in a timely manner. Two days before the event is not considered 
“timely.” It just creates a lot of unnecessary anxiety for the speaker. 
  
Be responsive to your speakers; they are trying to make the event successful for you, so be 
respectful and answer their calls or emails in a timely manner. 
 

“…communication – both in advance and at the event is so key to my experience as a 
speaker. It should be a ‘no surprises’ kind of thing.” -Anonymous 

 

Pillar 4: The Audience 
The most important constituent in this entire arrangement is the audience. You, as the event 
organizer, are trying to create an event that engages the audience and ensures that they attend 
again in the future. This means that you’ve got to know the audience and bring in speakers that 
meet their needs. Key to that is understanding their needs.  
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At the same time, it’s important for speakers to understand who the audience is, as well: title, 
role/level, industry, interests, why they attend your event, what their expectations are about the 
event, what their current pain points are, what their desired takeaways are, etc. The more 
information you can share about the audience, the easier it will be for the speaker to create 
content that meets their needs – and yours. As a matter of fact, suggest a few attendees that the 
speaker can talk to beforehand to gather insights about their needs and expectations of the event. 
 

I typically will ask to speak to three to four attendees in advance of the event. The 
majority of events accommodate this request. It makes for a better keynote or 
workshop, plus I walk into the event with a tailored presentation and a few friendly 
faces. -Stan Phelps, StanPhelpsSpeaks.com  

 
Tell speakers about anything unique happening with your company, your industry, or the city in 
which the event takes place. Speakers can and will adapt to or address those things in order to be 
relevant on the day of the event. We can help each other look good. You’ll be a winner for 
bringing in a speaker that understands and resonates, and the speaker will be a hero for being 
relevant and talking about the things the audience cares about.  
 

“You may not think we're listening when you go on and on about the demographics, 
objectives, roles and information about who will be on the clapping side of the 
lectern. But, we do pay attention. We have to in order to tailor our remarks and 
personalize our approaches. Be bold and suggest a few typical attendees we could 
interview. You know the audience, we don't. You've watched your past speakers 
succeed and bomb – and you know why. Let us in on what you know.” -Chip R. Bell 

 
Some [event organizers] are in the domain of the event and understand their 
audience, some provide key takeaways that would be useful, some provide funny 
insights that will embrace the audience, some are very logistical from pre-event to 
follow-up. -Anonymous 

 
One other constituent that’s important to speakers? The other speakers. Who are they? What are 
they talking about? How can my presentation thread with the other speakers’ topics throughout 
the day? Is there too much overlap?  
 
Be sure to make introductions among the speakers. Provide an opportunity for speakers to get 
together and to learn more about each other. 
 

“… site at the event for speaker questions, more pre and post content marketing, 
summary of other speaker key points (to thread the story), connections/intro to 
other speakers.” -Anonymous 
 
“…have somewhere to relax with other speakers.” -Anonymous 
 
“…and ensuring I get to meet some of the other speakers as well.” -Tabitha Dunn, 
SAP 
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Phase 5: The Event 
The magical day/week has arrived. You want the event to go off without a hitch.  Trust me, so 
does the speaker. There are a lot of things to take into consideration to ensure both you and the 
speaker feel that the event is successful. 
 

• Arrival, welcome 

• Event information, local information 

• Room, AV, etc. 

• Introductions 

• Presentation, session  

• Pictures, social media 

• Mingling with the audience 
 
Arrival/Welcome 
Upon arrival at the hotel, have a welcome kit for the speaker, either at check-in or in the room. 
It’s always a nice touch when you’re acknowledged at check-in by the front desk clerk, as well.  
Some speakers may want fruit and champagne in their rooms (not a bad idea and always a 
pleasant surprise), but providing something simple to acknowledge that they are in the right 
place (Yes, this happens!) or are appreciated is a nice touch, e.g., here’s the event agenda, here are 
some things you can do this evening, here’s some information about the cocktail reception 
tonight, or simply a card saying, “Welcome! We’re so glad you’re here.”  
 
Any logistics information you can provide onsite upon arrival to ensure that the speaker knows 
where to go, in what part of the hotel the event takes place, where the shuttle bus to the venue 
will be, where to meet you, who to contact if you’re not available, local places for a quick dinner, 
etc. will help the speaker get settled in. 
 
At the event, make introductions for the speaker: to your staff, to the attendees, to the AV people, 
etc. Speakers want to engage and not feel like a bolt-on. 
 
Make sure speakers know where they should be and when. Sometimes rooms change or other 
details change. Keep them informed in real time. Ensure you have each other’s mobile numbers so 
that you can easily communicate at the event. (And be sure to check your phone!) 
 
Room/AV 
Have you discussed the room setup? Make sure there are no surprises about that. Ensure that the 
speaker has a chance to view the venue/room prior to getting on stage. And do the stage lights 
really need to be at an angle that blinds the speaker? 
 
Have a plan in place in case the event schedule is derailed. Do you have any buffers built into the 
agenda? Asking a speaker to cut a 45-minute presentation to 20 minutes to help you get the 
agenda back on track is a challenge, and it’s not fair to the speaker or to the audience. 
 
Develop an AV checklist that everyone (event organizer and speaker) agrees to. And then stick 
with it. Want a lapel mic rather than a handheld mic? Check. Got that. Want to walk the aisles or 
pace the stage while you’re talking? Great. We’ll move the cameras to capture you, and we’ll 
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adjust the portable speakers to avoid that lovely feedback when you get too close. Need a 
confidence monitor? Check. 
 
Ensure that AV checks are done in a timely manner. A quick technical dry run beforehand is ideal, 
especially when there is audio or video involved in the presentation. 
 
Make sure you provide microphones that work. It makes for a bad experience for everyone when 
there are any AV issues. 
 
For breakout sessions, the preference is to have a coordinator, other than the AV team, present to 
ensure things go smoothly. 
 
Speaker Time 
Give the speaker a few minutes of quiet time to collect her thoughts before going on stage. Don’t 
select that time to make introductions to your executives or to attendees. Speakers have a bit of a 
routine when they get ready to speak. No, we are not divas, but even experienced speakers get a 
little nervous before going on stage and just need a few minutes to collect their thoughts and 
calm their nerves. Some of the respondents even suggested providing a green room for speakers 
or a specific space where speakers can go to prep. 
 

What event organizers get right: “When they have a separate chill out or green 
room space. When this happens, the networking is always fun. There’s already a 
commonality of purpose so connection is easier.” -Anonymous 

 
Presentation Time 
When it’s time for the session to begin, have someone introduce the speaker. That seams like a 
no-brainer, but it happens – the speaker walks on stage and must introduce himself. It’s awkward, 
for the speaker and for the audience.  
 

• Do a brief introduction between the speaker and the emcee, or whoever will be 
introducing the speaker. Ensure that the individual knows how to pronounce the speaker’s 
name and company name correctly, how the speaker wants to be introduced, and what 
the speaker is talking about.  

• Make sure the audience understands the speaker’s background and expertise and why he 
or she was selected to speak at the event. Position the speaker for optimal success. 

 
“More than once, the promoter doesn’t explain to the audience, before my arrival or 
during the introduction, why they brought me in.” -Anonymous 
 

• While the speaker is speaking, encourage attendees to take pictures and share on social 
media. Speakers like to be acknowledged for the work that they are doing. You, as the 
event organizer, should be sharing pictures and snippets of the talk on social media, as 
well. 

• Build in time (10-15 minutes) for the speaker to mingle with the audience right after the 
presentation, especially if Q&A time isn’t built in. Not all audience members want to ask 
their questions in front of a large crowd, or perhaps they thought of something as the 
speaker was walking off stage. As much as the speaker wants to engage with audience 
members later, at lunch or at the cocktail reception, it’s not always as easy as it sounds. 
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An interesting concern that was brought up by a few of the respondents was that there are often 
“too many concurrent speakers.” This is a challenge for speakers and for attendees. Speakers 
would love to get their messages out to the maximum number of audience members, and 
attendees are challenged to select the session to attend when all concurrent speakers are of 
interest. 
 

“When you discover you are not keynoting after all, but there are six parallel 
presentations happening at the same time. This is usually due to the event 
organisers really not understanding the subject matter being discussed.” -Alex 
Mead, ATPI & Edrington 

 
One last thought on the event itself: think about the energy level of attendees during a multi-day 
event. Think about order and placement of speakers. Don’t put your most-sought-after guest 
speaker or keynote at the end of the day on the last day of a five-day event. While you may think 
this is a great idea in order to entice attendees to stay until the lights go down, it serves no one. 
First of all, most of the attendees have left, and for those who remain, fatigue has set in. (Yes, this 
happens. And you know it!) And then the speaker is disappointed because you promised an event 
with 2,000 people, and yet only 50 remain.  
 
 

Phase 6: The Post-Event 
The event is over, and everyone has gone home. But this phase is just as important as all the other 
phases. It’s so important to close the loop with your speakers on things like: 
 

• Event feedback – speaker to organizer 

• Speaker feedback – from the audience and the organizer 

• Testimonials 

• Sharing slides with the audience 

• Video 

• Pictures 

• Payment 
 

“Before the event, they will promise you the world.  After the event, when it's time to 
get paid, photos, testimonial, etc., you have to chase them to get any of what was 
promised.” -Chris Malone, Fidelum Partners 

 
If the event went well, we’d love to return to speak at next year’s rendition. So, the following items 
are important to execute well on after the event is over. 
 

• Speakers love getting feedback about their presentations. They can’t hone their craft or 
know if they met the audience’s needs if they don’t get feedback, good or bad. Please share 
the audience’s feedback as well as your own. And please ask the speaker for feedback 
about the event and about working with you. 

• Similarly, speakers never get asked for feedback about their experience. The evidence is in 
the responses from the speakers that participated in the research. So, take time to ask 
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speakers about their experience; this will help you shape your next event and improve the 
experience for future speakers. 

 
“One thing is that no organizers ever seem to ask speakers for feedback after the 
event. Why would they not want to know what the speaker experience is like?” -Nate 
Brown, UL 

 

• If you enjoyed the presentation, help speakers by writing a testimonial that they can use to 
get future speaking engagements.   

• Speakers do appreciate the speaker gifts and thank you cards. 

• Make sure that you have the speaker’s permission to share his slides after the event. Not 
all speakers agree to this. It should be covered in the speaker agreement, of course, and 
then adhered to by the event organizer. 

• If you’re taking pictures and capturing video of the presentation, share those with 
speakers in a timely manner after the event. Very rarely do speakers have friends or family 
in the audience doing this for them, plus you’ve typically got professional quality photos 
and videos, which speakers can then share with their networks and potentially use in their 
speaker reels.  

• And, finally, pay your speakers promptly. They have spent the last couple months working 
for/with you to craft a great presentation for your audience; they’ve delivered their end of 
the agreement. Pay as agreed upon in the contract. 

 
 

The Ideal Speaker Experience 
Speakers were asked to provide their thoughts on the ideal speaker experience. There was a lot of 
great feedback, but a couple of speakers addressed the ideal end-to-end experience quite 
succinctly. 
 
Mark Tomaszewicz, Chief Experience Officer at Bulldog Drummond, wrote: 
 

• Prep: Clear understanding of goals for event, my talk, the audience, expectations from 
organizers 

• Set-up: Stage configuration, who's going before/after, preferred A/V set-up 

• Rehearsal: If possible, opportunity to do a tech run-through and speak with stage manager 
about entrance/exit, lighting, video, sound, etc. 

• Arrival: Preferred time (along with rehearsal time and call time), location, and who I should 
meet 

• Guide: Designated event organizer staff person who is my go-to person, e.g., where can I get 
lunch, are we on time?, walk me to where we get mic'd up 

• Presentation: Happy to share a draft in advance, reasonable time for final file and always in 
my preferred format 

• Follow-up: Feedback from my key contact on if I delivered what we agreed on, any 
conference feedback in a condensed/usable fashion, ability to provide feedback on my 
experience 

• Appreciation: A thank you and an invitation to the next break/gathering to spend time with 
participants/speakers, if my schedule allows. 
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Another speaker, who preferred to remain anonymous, outlined the ideal experience as follows: 
 

• After speaking to the organizer on the phone, I get an email summary that includes the 
following - at least 3 weeks in advance:  

o Date, time, detailed location information, time I should be there.  
o Technology details 
o Room layout / attendee layout 
o Summary of who will be there (typical roles, goals, challenges) 
o Background on the group or the conference 

• One week before the event, organizer reaches out with confirmation and asks if there is 
anything I need.  

• Two days before the event I get any final details or adjustments. These should be minor.  

• On the day of the conference I show up ahead of time and am greeted by the organizer and 
a/v staff member. We do a (quick) run through of the material to ensure everything from wi-
fi connectivity for the videos I show to making sure the slides look right to making sure I'm 
clear on the mic and the clicker.  I also receive assistance at passing out materials when 
needed.  

• The organizer has reviewed my bio with me in advance and knows how to introduce me 
candidly. Doesn't read my bio out loud to the audience and then comment on how long it is.  

• I am introduced appropriately. All tech systems are a go.  

• When there is any technical malfunction, the a/v person is right there at the ready to help.  

• I am promptly thanked (nice to have) and paid (based on contract).  

• I receive a survey or call after to thank me personally and ask how the experience was. If 
there were any issues the organizer takes accountability and lets me know how these will be 
resolved. 

 
The ideal experience for another speaker who opted to remain anonymous includes the following: 
 

1. Respecting a published fee;  
2. Discussing topic, audience, desired takeaways, etc. before event agenda is set so that use of 

speaker/topic and flow of agenda fits;   
3. Providing thorough briefing with adequate lead time;  
4. Proactive communication/arrangements on logistics;  
5. Seamless tech set up;  
6. Honoring (or seriously considering) speaker special requests, such as lighting, music, 

introductions, etc.;  
7. Treating speaker as a guest (be considerate about meals, belongings, transportation, 

walking distances, etc., and provide an escort/handler) ;  
8. Provide feedback confidentially after the event. 

 
Brad Smith with Vector Business Navigation detailed his ideal experience as follows: 
 

• I would be brought into the planning for the conference and could co-create the set of 
themed topics that will be discussed using my background, experiences and talking points to 
add color and support for the entire event agenda.  Also being a part of the marketing push 
leading up to the event as well as the Social media activity following the event. 
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• I am there to help bring their vision to life and complement my personal/company brand 
with theirs.  Companies/event coordinators who get that are my very favorites. 

• Working with professional event producers who are very focused on the audience, and the 
production value are my most favorite situation. 

 
In general, speakers aren’t asking for anything outlandish or out of the ordinary. They want to be 
treated well, respected, communicated with, informed, and included. There is a lot of other great 
feedback that came in on this “ideal speaker experience” question that you can read verbatim in 
Appendix A.  
 

 
In Closing 
The catalyst for compiling this research was a string of bad speaker experiences. Every event I’ve 
spoken at – over the last couple years especially – did not “go off without a hitch” for me. The 
issues were varied, yet there were some that were pervasive. 
 
I received feedback from the speakers who took the time to answer the speaker experience survey 
questions that they appreciated this bit of research. They’ve never been asked for feedback about 
their experience as a speaker by an event organizer. My hope is that you – as the event organizer – 
will take this feedback to heart as you start planning your next event and incorporate these ideas 
into designing a better experience for your speakers. Without a doubt, it will benefit the speaker, 
the audience, you, and your event. 
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APPENDIX A 
IDEAL SPEAKER EXPERIENCE - VERBATIMS 
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• It’s always nice when someone knowledgeable about the event and with access to support 
handles AV, handouts, passes the mic. That detail keeps things moving for the audience.  

• I think it really depends on the size of the venue but most of the above should apply 
[responses to previous questions] to any event. The bigger the conference the more I tend to 
expect.   

• Please just deliver what you promised, when you promised it. Having to wait 60 days to get 
your travel expenses reimbursed is just wrong and disrespectful. 

• I had a couple of excellent speaker experiences: agreed speaking content with promotional 
materials ready a couple of months ahead. A sharing  document to be updated where 
necessary to prevent redundant email flow. 1 call for fine tuning few days prior to the event. 
Mutual follow up 2,3 days after the conference (what worked really well / what can be 
improved). 

• Enough presentation time; great support; willing to provide feedback afterward. 

• The event organizer recognizes the value I bring. They provide clear direction of the theme of 
the event and/or the objectives for my presentation. They provide access to attendees 
beforehand. They leverage all the tools in my speaker kit to promote the event and my 
participation. I feel welcomed when I show up. They provide time for an A/V check and a 
walkthrough of the space the day of the event. The introduction positions me for success and 
I start on-time. I'm able to stay after to engage with the client and attendees. 

• Not too many people, so we can have an engaged discussion after I speak. Relevant contacts. 

• Professional, collaborative effort 

• Full engagement around the event from the onset. Are there other things/speakers 
happening at the event that I could leverage in my presentation. A familiarization with the 
venue upon arrival so I know where and when I need to be.  

• Perhaps a communication tool with the organizer that provides updates in the event of any 
changes. 

• Hire me for speaking like you would hire me for consulting:  get acquainted with my 
expertise, ask for a proposal, honor me for my achievements alongside others with lesser or 
similar achievements, nurture ongoing relationship of mutual value. 

• Pick up my tab - travel, lodging, and conference fee. Treated well and have speaker perks, 
speaker green room, speaker dinner beforehand, speaker gift, etc.  

• It's important to feel well prepared for the event and well positioned for the topic. I like the 
personal connection at the event and ensuring that I am all set for my session. 

• More details on site, connection to other speakers, intro to event organizers and key 
attendees, site at the event for speaker questions, more pre and post content marketing, 
summary of other speaker key points (to thread the story), connections/intro to other 
speakers.   

• All I have to worry about is the speaking part!! 

• Better communication leading up to the event, and more opportunities to engage with the 
audience apart from the speaking slot. When I also act as chairman of the event, I'd love 
more input into the agenda and speakers....so many times, the speakers are 'great speakers'. 
They have great experiences and knowledge to share, but package and present it poorly.  

• Early mic check, review w/ event producer,  pre-conference introductions to other speakers.  
Pre-conference Q &A on social to build interest. 

• A clear stage with no podium in my way. Having the event run on time so I do not need to 
adjust the length of my presentation, if I am speaking later in the day. 

• A smaller, engaged crowd who shouts out questions and interacts. 
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• Audience is comfortable, have food/drinks always available, bathrooms are close by, and 
they have full visibility of the speaker from any spot in the room. Participation using 
MentiMeter or a similar tool helps, as well. 

• My ideal speaker experience includes a couple of things: a panel of speakers (as I love the 
interaction of other SME's) as well as open dialogue with those in attendance (or closing 
Q&A if time permits) 

• I'd like to be contacted about 3 months before the event, given relevant information about 
the goal of the event, expectations for my presentation and profiles of the attendees.  I'd like 
clarity on whether it is a keynote or breakout and for the day/time to stay fairly consistent! 
I'd like the organizers to be very clear about expenses - are they paying for travel?  just hotel? 
nothing? Good to know as part of the initial discussion. During the presentation, I'd like to 
make sure I have AV support. Following the presentation, I'd like to get feedback on the 
content/style, etc. 

• Keynote - Integrated messaging - great AV support - pre-post content and value 

• Having a resource to access for information, having a point of contact and knowing about 
the event details prior to the actual event.  

• Single stage event, great acoustics, large screens, interactive audience participation devices. 

• If absolutely required, PPT template 4 weeks before and expectations. (Prefer to use my own) 
2. Email 1-2 weeks before with all needed information and primary contact info before and at 
the conference. 3. Pre meeting with the primary contact when I arrive at the conference to go 
through the agenda and room logistics. 4. Access to the room/venue day of and ability to 
both update and walk through slides, check sound etc. 5. If it's a breakout session (as 
opposed to keynote Main Stage) access to presentation for 15 minutes before start. 6. Follow-
up survey after session to rate experience. 

• I want to contribute as much as I can. I don't mind being asked to do several sessions. 

• No hassle. While out of our control, no weather issues or delayed flights. Everything 
logistically works. At the event, the stage is close to the audience, the sound is perfect, the 
lighting is great, and I can see the audience. And, the client prepared me well on our content 
call, which helps my credibility with the audience. 

• A briefing of conference themes, target audiences and FAQs on the logistical side that is 
always of relevance for presenters. 

• Captive audience 

• At my level, I'm not generally getting paid, so I really appreciate it when they offer to cover 
my travel without me having to ask for this.  They have some general idea of the content 
they want, and they provide some guidance along the way, but also plenty of freedom with 
the material. 

• Strong prep but not overkill on my hours. Keep my content. Easy travel with nice 
accommodations. Onsite walk through of content, who's before me, and A/V. Strong 
introduction. Perfect timing on the agenda. Timely feedback. 

• Info in advance, appropriate attribution & compensation, very organized event so there is 
little confusion, technology that works, understanding that we don't give away our slides for 
audience members to use on their own (here I mean the actual .PPTX files) 

• Be able to provide me with most of the core stuff right off the bat. I should only have to ask 
for details that are not a normal function.  

• Respecting and partnering with me (rather than treating me as a vendor) so I can help make 
the event a success. This includes being prepared and responsive before, during, and after the 
event. Sharing critical info (event and a/v details, program theme and content, audience 
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demographics, venue/travel/dining details, etc.) to help me better prepare and target my 
presentation. 

• Research done - speaker valued and respected - preparation taken seriously - promotions 
done well. 

• I know it's not what you're looking for, but I just don't look at it from the perspective of my 
experience. I'm delivering an experience for them. As long as A/V is working and my hotel 
reservation is still intact, I'm ready to roll. 

• Host would provide some end to end handholding, from the moment of check into the 
conference. 

• A good understanding beforehand of who the audience will be, what they want to  learn, and 
then the ability to design a room/supplies to create the right learning experience to meet 
those needs. 

• I love speaking so it's like pizza. Even when its bad it's pretty good.  

• I’m invited to share my unique message in my unique way, am given free rein to do so, and 
show up to find everything ready for me so that all I have to do is deliver and delight the 
audience.  

• Organized.  Ample promotion.  Good speaker introduction.   

• I turn away more events than I take, because sometime the organizer is looking for the 
"Name" that people will flock to rather than the domain or insightful discussion. 

• Smooth logistics, connecting with a highly engaged audience on the right topics. 

• I really like the conversational speaking engagements like fireside chats but in a bigger 
setting. I find those are not rehearsed, no one dies by PowerPoint, and usually the content is 
much better. 

• Early agreement on content, time for an approval cycle, share other speakers themes, good 
presentation equipment. 

• Experience doesn't matter much to me; what matters highly is how simple you make it for 
people to understand and command interest. Need not be an industry veteran but someone 
who has the key to unlock simple issues or show direction to the audience on how to do 
things right.  

• They should think before, during, and after journey. 

• Promptly approving submission, tailoring content to audience, promoting event and 
speakers, prepping speaker w event logistics, getting and sharing feedback post event. 

• Over communicating and accommodating the speakers...especially for the unpaid 
engagements. 

• Ideally speaking to an audience of 200 or more, having logistics in place for questions from 
audience, speaker accommodations, and compelling and qualified co-speakers. 

• Tech runs smoothly, and I have somewhere to relax with other speakers. 

• What to expect. Timeline of expectations when commit to participating. Presentation/event 
tips provided. Details on logistics/run of show for the day of the event- stage set up.... 
teleprompter vs. handheld notes; slide projection, etc. 
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APPENDIX B 
ANYTHING ELSE FOR EVENT ORGANIZERS? 
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• Most speakers are happy to engage with attendees and participants. Consider more 

interaction opportunities in the agenda. It’s fun and valuable for everyone! 

• Too many event organizers treat their involvement with speakers like a one-night stand.  

They figure they'll never have to work with us again, so they won't be subject to any 

consequences for bad behavior.    

• We, speakers, are customers just like attendees. At the same time, we're also colleagues for a 

short period of time. Therefore, organizers need to share all relevant information that can 

help us optimize our performance on stage (e.g. attendees seniority, industries represented, 

layout of the room). Talking care of details in advance help speakers to fully focus on their 

speech.  

• Speakers want feedback so that can continually improve.   

• Value my time. It's not just about the hour I'm onstage. Value the time that went into the 

research for the material, the preparation for the event, the time for travel and the impact I 

can bring for attendees both personally and professionally. My role is to inform, entertain 

and inspire. I don't consult or coach, so I'm not selling from the stage and I don't view the 

presentation as a business development opportunity.  

• Curate a great experience 

• "Follow up after the event to 1) thank speakers and 2) gain our feedback so they can learn. 

• Showing they care is the least expensive and most powerful strategy they can implement.  " 

• There are many arrangements that could be appealing: cash payment is an important one, 

but if that's tight, there are numerous ways to provide value to one another 

• It seems that event planners have become stingier with speakers over the past couple of 

years I've noticed. We're providing content. That content should not be free.  

• Integrate the speaker more with other event activities e.g., table to meet speaker at reception 

etc.  

• The more you can tell us about the audience, the better! 

• You know when you arrive what kind of event it's going to be. First impressions count. I hate 

when I get there, and no one can assist or direct me. It's always an indication that chaos will 

certainly ensue.  

• I accept and expect that there are going to be hitches. It's communicating them quickly and 

clearly that's most appreciated. 

• Most organizers do a great job! 

• Event vibe, sound and meaningful panels are so important to bring people to the table. 

• Audience is the most important stakeholder, not the sponsor, organizer or speaker(s)!  

• I encourage organizers to use a robust communication form that allows the 

speaker/presenter to communicate needs and desires in advance. I also encourage the 

organizer(s) to communicate their desires/expectations of the presenter (time, content, hot 

topics, etc...). In short, you can't communicate enough!  

• omnichannel - attendee experience - live streaming  

• I'm still new to the game here, and from what I've seen, everyone is super kind and gracious 

with answering my questions.  

• Don’t have multiple speakers on at the same time. Focus on fewer top-quality speakers, and 

make sure what is being shared is insightful AND engaging. 
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• Don't mess with my presentation after I give it to you!!! 

• I don't want to use your PPT template :) 

• Our job is to make the event organizers look like heroes. It's not about us. It's about our 

clients and the audience. This is what event organizers want - and this is what speakers need 

to remember. It's not about us. It's all about them! 

• Room dynamic, layout often has an impact on the ability to engage (and sometimes) see an 

audience which is sometimes overlooked. 

• should appeal to the audience, and not sell the company the speaker represents 

• Focused events 

• I appreciate a thoughtful card more than just about any speakers gift. 

• Remember that speakers have a great deal of influence in the expert community and thus 

should be treated as well if not better than attendees. 

• Every element of the conference impacts the other elements and overall success.  

• You know your attendees. Help us understand them and their needs so we can deliver 

sessions that support that. It makes us all better.  

• FYI, as I near retirement, I find I'm speaking less than I used to - now it's only a few times a 

year. In my long experience as a speaker, respect for the speaker is a must -- including 

having on-site support so that a meeting planner is available to  deal with registration and 

event questions.  

• There is a LOT of room for improvement. It's about setting expectations and delivering on 

those. Also making sure you have clear answers to the technology and setup.  

• "Set solid logistical expectations  

- How long is the commute to the venue to and from the airport 

- What are the logistic challenges we need to be aware of (note to self: budget 

time a 35 min brisk walk to the conference venue when going to Mandalay 

Bay, Las Vegas) 

• Every speaker would prefer to spend time on a couple of planning calls before the event vs. 

"winging it" the day of...   Please match my professionalism with your own... 

• Understanding the value a professional keynoter brings compared to an industry keynoter. 

• Stop reading speaker bio's - one sentence intro's suffice. Have a regular member intro each 

speaker with that sentence, and then come back up 5 mins before the end of the session to 

share 2-4 things they learned and do the session evaluation then so it's evaluation the 

experience and not the memory of it. 

• I would love help promoting the event. Send speakers a social media package to make it easy 

is something I've only seen once and loved it.  

• Do your research to make sure that the speaker you choose is the right fit for your event and 

your audience. Don’t try to jam a square peg into a round hole. Develop a standard list of 

questions related to logistics so that you can get everything figured out up front.  

• Payment is key, don't mess with people’s income. Agree and follow-up and mutual respect is 

earned  

• Insights about the audience are really critical for a successful presentation 
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• I think they should focus on audience feedback in terms of their learning and invite groups to 

stage to share their experience about the conference. This shall command attentive 

participation from audience's side. 

• Speakers are (or at least should be) experienced experts in their field -- trust them 

• "Overall, and I may be wrong, but I'm pretty easy day-of. I've produced dozens of events on 

my own and understand the inherent challenges on their end. If they get the basics right, 

professional speakers should be able to roll with changes in the moment. 

• One really great thing about speaking is the opportunity to meet other smart 

people/speakers. I would highly recommend some kind of speaker gathering/lunch/dinner. 

Of course, scheduling is always a challenge and some speakers may fly-in/fly-out, but it 

creates a great memory for speakers and more affinity for organizers if speakers have the 

opportunity to connect and learn." 

• Accessible onsite contact 

• Don’t ask for slides weeks in advance. Good speakers are tweaking and refining up until 

game time. 

• Minimize parallel tracks, ensure balance of topics across speakers, and all the above 

• Make us all feel part of the team for the day/ session period. 
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The human brain starts working the 

moment you are born and never stops until 

you stand up to speak in public.  

-George Jessel 
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